Class 13/14K - Summer Term Curriculum Overview
This term pupils will be staying with their class teachers who will deliver a variety of subjects and
topics as part of our Recovery Curriculum.

Maths for Life

Measurement.
Understanding and using weights and measures.
Working out areas
Time and Time keeping
Estimation, approximation and rounding numbers
Literacy
Non Fiction
Reading and comprehension using news reports, diary entries,
blogs, academic articles, encyclopaedias and reference books.
Exploring the different use for language and style for different
audiences in order to understand the concept of formal writing
and the difference between a formal/factual report or letter and
an emotional or fictional piece of writing.
Preparation for
Learning about the various rules, regulations and laws that young
Adulthood
adults need to be aware of including the Law and E Safety and
employment Law.
World Culture
Inspirational leaders from around the world
Research and make a presentation.
Personal Projects
Individually chosen and planned projects undertaken
independently
Such as working for an Arts Award (with Flora Duley on
Thursdays) or Entry Pathways qualification.
Self-improvement in areas such as fitness, wellbeing or Literacy
and Maths
Citizenship
Rights and Responsibilities
Human Rights (Equality)
Government & Councils
Sport and Fitness
Raph will supply regular Zoom mentoring for individuals and
small groups to help them to plan fitness activities and
advise/mentor on Healthy Lifestyle diet and exercise.
Student lead sports such as dodge ball, cricket, basketball or
football to help with teamwork and co operative skills.
SoCo
Politeness and good manners
Listening to and making oral reports
Formal conversation skills for work and formal settings
Speaking Skills (Speak for a minute game)
SRE & Emotional
Mediation and reconciliation
Literacy
Making amends
Making judgements in friendships/avoiding negative influences.
Life Skills
Hygiene (Personal and domestic)
Using equipment in the home
Healthy meals on a budget
Employability/Work Teamwork challenges
Skills
Planning, time keeping, making and using lists.
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Philosophy/Current Looking at Current Affairs/News, Advertising/Social Media
Affairs
Teaching Critical Thinking, reasoning and
Literacy/Comprehension
Using Class Dojo Conundrums to spark debates and use
reasoning skills
Leadership Days

A regular opportunity for individual students to plan and lead the
class in a day of activities of their choice.

